
Sadist’s Corset 

Mercurial fluids flow back up into a sweaty bag of 

pinched neurons forming a head. Do you remember 

when we crushed those with our sphincters and    

they PAID us for it? They let us do that to them.      

Hell, they MADE us.  

Meat eats meat to produce   

more meat to eat 

Hey listen I’m not the one going in circles here I 

can’t stand being dizzy ALL the time, it’s only the 

nitrous oxide I let fuck me now. And I don’t care 

about a monkey’s paw being on a blowout sale      

I’m reckless enough with my wish fulfilment as it    

is and besides it’s always too late  

to go back home, isn’t it. 

My name’s the sound a dog 

makes when it’s all alone and    

in heat 

Have you ever tried dirt before? It’s pretty over-

powering, reminds me of that suit and tie prick     

that probably gets off smearing his own fermented 

shits (“aged like fine wine, baby”) all over the 

national treasury before leaving with the fool’s     

gold they’ve kept stashed in there ever since they 

stopped printing money and switched to fully 

automated corporate credit. 

“For [the martyr], everything 

is easy, because [the martyr] 

accepts everything. Nothing    

is alien to [them].” 

I LOVE scissoring you, I really do, but  

I wanna know what scissoring a  

foreclosed house would feel like.  

I need liquidated assets to rain down  

from the newly domed sky and sit  

on my face until I remember what being  

fucked by consumer-grade subjectivity  

feels like.  

The world is a     

representation of Capital 

(read: God) becoming Itself  

through Itself— 



Sometimes all you need  

is a puppy or a pretentious square of   

chocolate or a dream about stabbing    

someone who always dreamed  

about being stabbed. The good news is that   

Big Pharma heard our cries for this  

American Dream 2.0 and is marketing  

a drug that stimulates one’s stabbing and 

dreaming capabilities, thus leading to a much 

more efficient trauma-release cycle  

that can be (re)produced exponentially with  

minimal effort!  

All hail the tears of blood  

de Sade cried for the 

narcissistic shitheels  

who think they can become a 

singularity by beating their 

reflection with a belt in public 

This has been a public insanity  

plea on behalf of America—  

I’m sorry and you’re welcome. 
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